On your way to a wedding and stuck in traffic?
Not anymore; use the online wedding venues directory with interactive maps at
www.OurWedding.in to plan ahead and reach on time.
Bangalore, Jan 17, 2008: www.OurWedding.in, a unique Indian wedding planner website,
has recently launched a new search directory that enables you to navigate your way to
hundreds of kalyan mandapas or banquet halls in namma Bangaluru without getting lost in
the maze of one-way streets and traffic signals.
Driving around Bangalore has become a Herculean task for all Bangaloreans as the city is
growing in all directions and it is difficult to keep tab on the new extensions. Driving down to
participate in wedding celebrations of family and friends has now been made easier with
OurWedding.in.
OurWedding.in has a comprehensive directory of over 600 old and new kalyan mandapas in
Bangalore on the net. The list is laid out alphabetically and can be searched based on name,
locality, city and capacity using a simple interface. Intuitive Google Map is available for each
location that helps users to zoom-in to the exact location of the hall and plan the trip. Even
one way roads are clearly marked. The service would soon be available for Delhi, Chennai
and Mumbai too. All you need to do is logon to the website, click on wedding venues, select
your city and search for your location.
Bangaloreans can utilize the website to plan their wedding as well as get routes for different
wedding venues in the city. This only one of its kind website in India offers a range of free
services to the to-be-weds. With OurWedding.in couples can create personalized wedding
website, send online wedding invitations along with interactive road map to the venue,
download attractive ready-to-print card designs, create event and tasks calendar, get SMS
alerts for scheduled tasks, create password protected photo galleries, track budget, and know
more about wedding traditions – all for free!
On the occasion a company official said that, “Bangaloreans are hard pressed for time, and
hence planning a wedding is becoming more and more cumbersome. OurWedding.in uses
technology to make planning extremely simple and systematic, so that couples can actually
enjoy rather than worrying about different tasks.”
About www.OurWedding.in
OurWedding.in is managed by TechWeb Technologies Pvt. Ltd., a premier web development
and IT services firm in Bangalore. The website aims to bring latest technology solutions for
couples so that they can plan their wedding online. With several innovative tools like free
SMS task alerts, budget tracker, interactive road maps, personalized website, and more,
couples can ease a lot of wedding planning troubles.
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